


About Us

With more than 10 years experience in customs services, Al Roqi Customs Clearance
established in 2009 through Jeddah Islamic Port in Saudi Arabia. During the
Specialized Resources Company Ltd, over the past year has created in accordance
with the unified Saudi customs regulations and the organizing decisions as a fast-
growing customs clearance company.

We have gained unparalleled knowledge of the local market and we take pride in
ourselves as a company who studies the needs of the customers and then provide
solutions that best suit their needs. SRCO commitment to our customers is to provide
more than one service on a continuous basis.

Deeply rooted in the belief that we are a family, not a workforce & the values of
integrity, accountability, social responsibility and diversity, SRCO culture is a unique
one that offers the best technology and communication and provides effective and
innovative customs solutions that keep abreast of developments in the Saudi Arabia
system to suitability our Customers.

SRCO people are the best of the best & expertly trained team members and cares of
those who take the extra step and go further, all to fulfill our dedicated promise to
provide the best possible service and solutions integrated local and global.



Our Mission
We have always been looking ahead and looking for
what we can achieve in the future of business. we in
SRCO are able to grow quickly and to meet the needs
of the markets in all economic conditions.

Our Vision
Customs Clearance is a circulatory system for imports
and exports in Saudi Arabia. It still largely runs on
paper... SRCO changing this by using a strategic
operating model for modern businesses that provide
more transparent, flexible, efficient and more
profitable transactions.



AIR Freight

General Air Freight. We can provide all airfreight
services from door to door, door to airport, we can
do it all. From small packages to large pallets,
general cargo and dangerous goods we can arrange
it for you.

Local & International Express the fastest way to 
send your cargo

Ocean freight

We offer ocean freight services of different
dimensions, volumes and sizes for time-definite,
door-to-door ocean delivery to and from all the
major ports.

FCL Phoenix Freight Services can provide the
best FCL rates for your shipments from all over
the world with the required transit times and
vessel schedules.

We can handle normal FCL containers, Reefers,
Open Top, Flat Rack, heavy equipment
shipments including all documentation services.
LCL: (Less than container load) refers to
consolidated shipments of loose cargo that are
typically boxed or palletized. LCL is typically
cheaper due to the cost of the full container
being shared between multiple shippers
RO-RO



Land Transporter

Transportation Services, specializing in the
movement of both Containers and Bulk cargo,
accomplishes this task by matching the right truck
for the load utilizing trailers, flatbed & Dayna.

Customs clearance Services

Knowledge of import regulations and
procedures to ship goods across Saudi Arabia
is critical to smoothly running your business.
The documentation work is complicated and not
simply – by the Specialized team. As
an experienced custom clearing agent, we can
help you in processing goods properly that are
shipped from any country. Our service ensures
that your shipments are expedited to reach its
destination quickly without any delays and with
the lowest applicable duties.

We are not helping you with Customs
Clearance as Customs service's only. we help
you to stay in compliance with the rules &
regulations of other related Governments
Department such as:

Saudi Food and Drug Authority (SFDA).
Ministry of Environment, Water and Agriculture
of Saudi Arabia.

Saudi Standards, Metrology and Quality
Organization (SASO) - (SABER)

Customs Tariff codes system.



Storage
1)Dry Storage

2)Temperature 

3)controlled
Breaking Bulk

Special Products
1)DTD: Door to Door 
Packages included: Freight, 
Transportation, Documentation 
and customer clearance

2)Consultancy &Solutions



Industry Solutions

Healthcare & Pharma
The reliable delivery of healthcare products can be lifesaving.
Which is why we develop supply chain solutions with you to ensure
that time and temperature-sensitive products reach their destination
safely. We ensure the integrity of sensitive goods through special
handling and monitoring services.

Food & Beverages
We share your passion for fine beverages. Which is why we offer
temperature-controlled storage or delivery, secure rack and bulk
storage, case/bottle picking, tracking and tracing & delivery of
samples or small orders. We also make sure you never have to
worry about customs documents, certificates & labeling.

Industrial Solutions
Our services cover a wide range of sub-industries along the
industrial value chain, ranging from transport solutions for raw
materials to spare parts logistics for engine manufacturers. Using
our global transportation and expertise in contract logistics, we can
optimize your supply chain from end-to-end.



Fashion & Retail
Speed, flexibility & efficiency are the key in the retail
industry. When high demand for a product creates a rush
order, we have a global network expedites goods from
anywhere in the world, directly to the customer.

Perishables & Reefers
Whether you need to transport your perishables by land, sea,
or air, PHOENIX has a specialized logistics solution to meet
your needs. Your sensitive goods will arrive at their
destination as fresh as they were when they started their
journey.



Contact Us
Phone:00966126223331
Mobile: 00966507010174
Mobile: 00966599686036
Email: sales@phoenixfreight.net
Address: Jeddah, Saudi Arabia


